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Abstract 

In this paper, the Hopfield model of artificial neural 
networks called HANNs for finding some software task 
allocations in multiple computer systems have been 
proposed A multiobjective optimisation problem with two 
criteria has been considered Resource constraints have 
been assumed Both the cost of parallel program execution 
and the cost of computers have been minimised 

Two models of neural networks for minimisation 
of the computer cost and for minimisation of the cost of 
parallel program execution have been proposed HANN 
for finding local Pareto-optimal solutions has been 
considered. Some simulation results related to 
minimisation of the energy function for constructed neural 
networks have been included A trajectory of energy 
function obtained during finding Pareto-optimal task 
allocation has been presented 

1. Introduction 

Task allocation in multiple computer systems can decrease 
the total time of program execution by taking advantage of 
the specific efficiencies of some computers. In a network 
of workstations or personal computers, two or more 
program modules may execute concurrently for various 
periods. A program module is a collection of procedures or 
subroutines, or could be data files. In a distributed 
computer system, another way for the minimisation of the 
total time of program execution is a replacement of 
computers for data processing. So, the computer with 
a powerful floating-point unit can be dedicated for tasks 
with numerical procedures. Similarly, the graphic 
workstation is suitable for program modules with 
animation and chart processing. 

Some distributed computer systems are 
exceptionally complex. Numerous measures can be used 
for an assessment of such systems. If there is a set of 
feasible alternatives of the system structure and some 
measures for assesments, we should solve a multicriteria 
optimisation problem [2]. Current optimisation techniques 
have many disadvantages related to a low efficiency. 
Neural networks are considered as a means for improving 
the efficiency of optimisation tools. Especially, 
optimisation techniques with neural acceleration can be 
used for finding suboptimal operational structure. 

In this paper, the Hopfield model of artificial 
neural network called HANN for finding a task allocation 
in multiple computer systems is proposed. The Hopfield 
models have been applied for solving some NP-hard 
optimisation problems [1, 11]. Two-objective optimisation 
problem with resource constraints is considered. The cost 
of parallel program execution and the cost of computers 
are minimised in this problem. Two models of neural 
networks for minimising the computers cost and the cost 
of parallel program execution are constructed. Synaptic 
weights and external inputs are determined by comparison 
between an energy function of network and an objective 
function. Moreover, HANN for finding a Pareto-optimal 
solution is considered. The non-negative convex 
combination technique is developed for aggregate partial 
criteria. 
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2. Basic model of parallel processing 

The standard problem of task allocations deals with 
finding the allocation of program modules to minimise the 
program execution cost [7]. An objective of optimisation 
can be the time of program execution, too. Another 
measure is the amount of computer resources utilized. 

a) 

b) 

Figure 1: An example of distributed program 
a) distributed program divided into 8 modules 
b) allocation of program modules in distributed computer 
system with 4 computers 

ln Figure 1 an example of distributed program in 
a computer network with 4 computers is presented. The 
program was divided into 8 modules M~, M2, •. . , M8. Module 
M4 is assigned to a computer with module M5 . The above 
solution is reasonable, if the number of interactions required 
between pairs of modules is great. 

To reduce the communication time between 
modules, they should be allocated to a single computer. On the 
other hand, to reduce the module processing time, each 
module should be assigned to the computer with the lowest 
processing time for it. There is a conflict between 
minimisation of the communication time and the module 
processing time. 

A program module can be activated several times 
during the program lifetime. The process (operation, task) is 
the execution of one activated program module. Some 
processes can be associated with the module. As a result a set 
of program modules {M~, ... ,M,,, ... ,MM} is mapped to a set of 
tasks {m~, ... ,m.,, ... ,mv} . 
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2.1. Parallel, concurrent and distributed 
processing 

There are distinctions between parallel programs, concurrent 
programs and distributed programs (3]. In a distributed 
program there are at least two modules, which are processed 
on different computers. A program is concurrent, if there are 
two processes such that the first process was started before the 
second process is finished. A program is parallel if there are 
two processes executed on different computers at any time. 
Each parallel program is concurrent. But the concurrent 
program processed on a single computer is not parallel. Each 
parallel program is distributed too. However, the distributed 
program, which is executed in a sequential way, is not parallel. 

Figure 2 shows the execution of a parallel 
program consisting of 4 modules. The modules are 
allocated on 3 computers Ph P2 and P3. The module M 1 
starts (the process m1) and finishes (the process m3) the 
entire parallel program in the computer P1• Moreover, the 
module M 1 (the operation m2) calls the module M2 (the 
task m6) in the computer P2• Then, the module M1 (the 
process m2) transfers its activity to the module M4 (the 
operation m4) in the computer P3. Afterwards, the module 
M4 (the operation m4) returns an activity to the module M1 
(the task m2). 

Figure 2: The execution of a parallel program consisted of 4 
modules by a distributed system with 3 computers 

2.2. Computer allocation constraints 

Let us assume that the task m,. can be executed on several 
computers taken from the set Il={Jq, ... ,trj,····trJ}. 
Computers should be assigned to nodes belonging to the 
set W = { w1 , ... , wi , ... , w 1} . In Figure 2, there are 3 

nodes w1, w2 , w3 • The computer P 1 is situated in the node 

w1. P 1 is taken from the set I1={7rJ, ... ,trj,····7rJ}. 
Computers that are located in different nodes can be 
included in the same sort. For example, two computers 
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that are classified as the sort ff J can be assigned both to 

the node w 1 and w2• 

Each pair of computers situated in nodes can 
communicate to support performing of program module 
interactions. Furthermore, in each node one and only one 
computer should be allocated. This implies the computer 
allocation constraints, as follows: 

where 

J 
L:xij =I, i = 1,1 
j=l 

K _ { 1 if "j is assigned to wi 
xij - 0 in the other case, i = 1,1, i = l,J . 

(I) 

A vector xfi describes an allocation of computers: 

2.3. Task allocation constraints 

An optimal task allocation should be found for minimising 
the parallel program execution time. A vector can 
determine the task allocation as follows: 

(3) 

where 

x~ _ { 1 if module mv is assigned to Wj, 
VI - 0 in the other case, v = l,V, i = 1,1. 

Because each task is allocated to one node, then 
the task allocation constraints are formulated as below: 

I "m -L-Jxvi = I, v = l ,V 
i=l 

(4) 

Now, the following vector can represent the task 
allocation to computers: 

Constraints (I) and (4) reduce the number of 
allocations x from a=iCV+J) to b=l vJ 1 . Let us consider the 
simplest distributed computer system with 2 computers 
(/=2). The number of task aliocations to 2 computers 
depends on the task number V and the number of 
computer sorts J. This is shown in the table I. Bold lines 
denote numbers of allocations, which can be compared to 
find an optimal allocation for the period of 1 hour. 
A model of comruter that compares 1 pair of assignments 
during I ns [I o· s] has been taken for assessment. If the 
number of tasks is grater than I 00, then it is impossible to 
find an optimal allocation by comparing all combinations 
during the reasonable time. 
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V 2 10 100 1000 

2 a 64 1.68*107 2.58*1061 1.97* 10603 

b 16 4.10*103 5.07*1030 1.29* 10301 
J a 1.68*107 1.01 *10u 1.69*1067 1.21 *10609 

10 
b 400 1.02*10° 1.29*1 032 1.07* 10302 

100 a 1.61 * 1060 1.69* 10° 2.58*10 120 1.33* 1030005 
b 4*10~ 1.02*10~ 1.27* 1034 1.85*10662 

Table 1: The number of allocations of tasks to 2 computers 
with respect to task number V and computer sorts J 

2.4. Resource constraints 

Each computer has resources required for a program 
execution. A program module reserves an operational 
memory. If the reserved memory size by a module is 
changed during a module carrying out, then a maximal 
amount can be estimated. Another resource is the capacity 
of hard discs. If modules share the other sort of memories 
(a tape memory, the ZIP memory etc.), then the capacities 
of memories cannot be exceeded. The following memories 
z1, ... ,z,., ... ,zR are available in the distributed computer 
system. Computers can be equipped with different 
amounts of memories. So, d;r denotes the capacity of 
memory z,. in the computer lrj . The value d;r is 
nonnegative and limited. We assume that the task mv 

reserves Cvr units of memory z,. and holds it during 
a program completing. The value c,.,. is nonnegative and 
limited, too. 

The memory limit in any computer assigned to 
the ith node cannot be exceeded. This constraint is 
formulated as bellows: 

V J 
L:CvrX~ :5 L/ jrxij, i = 1,/, r =I, R (6) 
v=l }=! 

A program module can require the subroutine 
library, a specific software environment, a DVD driver, 
a high-resolution monitor, or the other components. Let 
k1, ••• ,k., ... ,ks denote the required components. We assume 
that the following component coefficients are given: 

, {1 if mv requires the component k8 , - -Cvs =. v = l,V,s=1,S 
0 m the other case, 

d' {V if" j has the component k s, . - -
js = . } = 1, J, s = 1, S 

0 m the other case, 

Operational requirements related to the access to 
computer components can be formulated as below: 

V 
L>~sX~ s Ld}sxij, i = 1,2, s = l,S (7) 
v=l 

3. Multiobjective optimisation problem 
A cost of computers can be calculated according to the 
following formula: 
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I J 
F2(x")=LLK]XU 

i=lj=l 

where K; represents the cost of computer '7· 

(8) 

Another criterion used for an allocation 
assessment is the cost of a parallel program execution, 
which can be calculated, as below: 

JVI VV/ 

Ft(x)= LL~~)vp~xij + LL~:Z.vuikx~x:k(9) 
j~v~i~ v~u~i~ 

where 
M XEJ6 , 

lvj -the cost of executing the task mv by the computer lfj, 
Tvj - the cost of communications between the task mv 

assigned to the ith node and the task m11 assigned to 
the kth node, 

~ - theset {0, 1} . 

Let the case of multiobjecth:e optimisation 
problem for finding the Pareto-optimal allocations of tasks 
in a distributed computer system be considered. This 
problem is formulated as (~, F, P), where: 

1) ~- a feasible solutions set 

I 
~ = {x E J.;/(V+J)I :L>~ =I forv = 1,V; 

J 
Lxij = 1 fori= 1,1; 
}=1 
V J 

i=l 

:~.::CvrX~ ~ "I/JrxfJ, i = 1,/, r = 1,R; 
v=1 }=I 

V 

.z:c:,sx~} $ "I/}sxiJ, i = 1,1, s = l,S} 
v=l 
2) F-a vector quality criterion 

F:.,JC~~2 

F(x) = [FJ(x) , F2(x)] T for XE~ 

(10) 

(11) 

where F 1 (x) is calculated by (9), F2(x) is calculated by (8). 

3) P- the Pareto relation [4, 8] 

Figure 3 shows an example of the evaluation set 
with the Pareto-optimal results [14] denoted as A, B, and 
C. The horizontal spacing ofF 1 iterations in Figure 3 has 
different distances between points. The Pareto-optimal set 
is defined as: 

Y=F(.X) = {yE~N !y = F(x),xE~} (12) 
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0 Point included in the extended criterion space 
and non-included in an evaluation set 

• Point included in an evaluation set 

Figure 3: The evaluation set of processes to 
comnuters 

4. Neural techniques for one objective 
function 
Problems that have a known polynomial detenninistic 
algorithm are said to be in class P. However, there are 
optimisation problems called NP-hard, which have 
probably no such algorithms. An optimisation problem can 
be transfonned to a decision problem, if we ask 'is there 
any solution with the value of an objective function less 
than the value D?' . Let us assume a computer model has 
the property that each time an algorithm faces a choice, it 
divides into two copies of itself. Each copy of this 
algorithm operates in parallel. This concept of a non-
detenninistic polynomial algorithm is like a tree-search, 
where all branches can be searched simultaneously. If one 
of the copies answers the decision problem in the positive, 
we will solve this question. If the maximal time taken by 
a branch is polynomial bounded, then the decision problem 
belongs to the class NP and it is said to be NP-complete. 

If every problem from the class NP is polynomial 
transfonnable to the given problem H, .then we say that H 
is NP-hard. If we can transfonn every instance of the 
problem C from the class NP into an instance of H in 
polynomial time, then we can use a polynomial 
transfonnation and the algorithm for H to solve C. So, we 
can expect H is at least as · hard as C. Optimisation 
problems are not in NP, but their decision versions are. For 
some NP-hard combinatorial problems, the Hopfield 
networks can find suboptimal solutions. 

There are some combinatorial optimisation 
problems that are convenient for solving by Hopfield 
ANN. For instance, the Travelling Salesman Problem [12], 
some graphs problems [6], and linear minimisation 
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problems [2] can be solved by Hopfield ANN. That is 
why, we consider a neural network approach for 
optimisation of operational structure allocation to 
multiprocessor systems. The modified Hopfield models for 
solving optimisation problems with linear objective 
function or quasi-quadratic objective function can be 
design [3]. By introducing nonnegative convex 
combination method for solving considered combinatorial 
problem with several linear objective functions, the 
Hopfield model can be constructed. A main advantage of 
the above approach consists in the parallel effect in 
numerical computations. 

4.1. The standard Hopfield model 

In the gradient model of standard HANN, the neural 
activation states are changed from the initial state 

u(to)=[ul(to), ... ,Um(to), ... ,uM(to)f according to the 
differentiable equations [12]: 

M 
dum Urn ""' ----=--+ LJWnmgn(un)+Im, m=l,M, 
dt 1'/m n=l . 

where 
M - the number of neurons, 

- the global activation level of mth neuron, 
Urn 

TJm - the positive passive suppress coefficient for the 
neuron with the output X m , 

wnm -the synaptic weight from the neuron Xn to the 
neuron xm, 

I m -the external input to the neuron xm. 

(13) 

A matrix of synaptic weights is symmetric. 
Moreover, Wmm = 0 for m=l,M. External inputs are 
constant during a network operation. Signals in a neuron 
are transfonned according to the logistic activation 
function_[,, as follows : 

where cx:m is a gain coefficient in mth neurone 
(am >O,m=l,M). 

Theorem I. [3] 
If the non-linear activation function is substituted 

by the logistic activation function, then the neural 
activation state change (13) can be transfonned into the 
following equations for m=I,M: 

In Figure 4, logistic activation functions for 
different values of gain coefficients a are shown. If the 
gain coefficient increases, then activation function tends to 
the binary function with the threshold in 0. 
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x,(t) 

a= I -· 
-·. 
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j a=IOO I<ID 

~ 
0 0.5 u.{t) 1 

Figure 4: Logistic activation functions for different 
values of gain coefficients 

Hopfield found the Liapunov function for the 
differential system (13) as given by the following formula: 

1 M M M M 1 .xt-1 
Etx)=2LLWmffmXn-LJmXm+ L- j5mCS:m)14'm(l6) 

m=In=l m=I m=l1Jm 0 

A main property of the Hopfield model is 
mmtmtsmg the energy function. So, if an optimisation 
problem is transformed into the energy function, then the 
Hopfield model can be used for solving it. 

4.2. A general combinatorial constraint 

Constraints (I) and (4) can be formulated as a general 
combinatorial constraint. The above constraint can be 
represented in a general form as follows: 

(17) 

where Xm is a binary variable (M~ L). 

Only L variables can be equal to I, and the other 
variables M-L should have the value 0. The general 

M 
form 2>m = L includes several constraints from a lot 

m=l 
of combinatorial problems. For instance, in the Travelling 
Salesperson Problem [5, 10] during L (Lis the number of 
all cities) steps a salesman should come through each city 
ci exactly ones, what can be written as 

L L Xik = 1 for k = l,L , where xik is equal to 1 if the 
k=l 

salesman in the kth step is in the city ci. The trip of the 
salesman has a strict bounded time condition. He should 
make exactly L steps, and if the constraints 

L L xik = I fork = 1, L are satisfied, then that 
k=l 

requirement is performed, too. 
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Similar constraints are in the vehicle routing 
problem VRP, the 0-1 knapsack problem, the set covering 
problem, the standard assignment problem or some 
scheduling problems [13]. They can be expressed in 

M 
a general form 2>m = L. For satisfying it and the other 

m=l 
sorts of constraints, the Hopfield neural networks HANN 
can be used [12]. 

4.3. Uniform Hopfield network UHANNIL/M 

Uniform Hopfield networks UHANNs play an important 
role for satisfying the special class of constraints expressed 

M 
in a general form z>m = L. For uniform Hopfield 

m= I 
networks, all main parameters have the same value for 

each neuron i.e. Wnm = w, n, mE l,M, I m= !form= I, M, 

T/m = 17 form= !,M, and am =a form= l,M:. 

a) 
Q 0 

b) 
x2 
~~~r-~~~~--~~~~~~~ 

Figure 5: The basic energy function E=x1x2 -0.6x1-0.6x2 
for the model UHANN with w=-1, !=0.6 
a) the energy function surface 
b) the distribution of descent directions of the energy 

function 
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A neural network is supposed to avoid saddle 
points (false attractors) of an energy function because then 
even feasible solutions cannot be obtained in some cases. 
In Figure 5(a), the saddle point of a basic energy function 
in computational space is presented. Only two neurones 
are considered. Synaptic weights are equal to -1 and 
external inputs are equal to 0.6. For this case, a basic 
energy function has two global minima and one saddle 
point. If UHANN starts from an initial state, then after 
relaxation it obtains an equilibrium point. If an equilibrium 
point is a global minimum of a basic energy function, then 
optimal solution of an optimisation problem can be found. 
But, if a saddle point of a basic energy function is reached 
in an equilibrium point of motion equations, then 
x 1=x2=0.6 and formal constraints x 1, x2e {0, 1} are not 
satisfied. So, the UHANN designed for an optimisation 
should avoid saddle points. An appropriate theorem for 
avoiding this false attractor has been formulated in [3]. 

Because Hopfield networks minimise their energy 
functions similarly to the steepest descent method, then the 
state trajectory converges to a saddle point from each 
balanced starting point (c, c), where ce(O, 1). In 
Figure 5b), the unfeasible area in zero-one optimisation for 
initial states of UHANN is marked by a dotted line. 

M 
To satisfy the considered constraint :~:>m = L 

m=l 
the special case of UHANN can be used. UHANN with 
synaptic weights equal to -2 and nonnegative external 
inputs calculated according to the rule /=2L-1 is called 
UHANNIL/M, because the pair (L, M) is required to design 
UHANNILIM, only. Signals from the other neurones are 
converted and their absolute value is increased. Moreover, 
each neurone has its nonnegative constant input, which 
forces the activation level u*=77l in an equilibrium point. 

There are two basic problems related to 
minimising a basic energy function of the network 
UHANNILIM. Firstly, parameters for finding a global 
minimum of an energy function should be found. 
Secondly, the network UHANN/L/M should fix this 
minimum as soon as possible e.g. it needs the fewest 
number of iterations Kmax· 

From our simulation results, we get feasible 
parameters such that a= I 00, t.t=0.2, ~I. The stopping 
criterion is based on the condition E(tk)::; & for c-0.01. 

For the worst case, the iteration number Kmax( E (t k) ::; e) 
is equal to 5 for solving a general equation. These 
experimental results confirm that neural networks can be 
designed as a very efficient method for solving numerical 
problems. Especially, the increasing of the neuron number 
M does not cause the increasing of KmaxC E (t k) ::; e) for 
the network UHANN!L/M. 

4.4. Network HANN/F2/R for linear 
constrained minimisation 

An optimisation problem with one criterion is studied for 
finding the minimal cost of a distributed computer system: 
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(18) 

Let a temporary assumption be made that 
resources are unlimited. For the above problem, the I 
separated modified networks UHANN/111 can be used to 

J 
satisfy the constraint L x ij = I, i = ~ . In these 

j=l 
networks, external inputs are modified according to the 

formula I(xij):;;: 21 + 1.5- M(xij), j = 1,1, i = 1,/, 

1! Kj 
where b. I ( x ij ) :;;: , K:max is the cost of the most 

Kmax 
expensive processor. 

The formula (18) is related to the rule, that if one 
neuron in UHANN/ Ll M has the external input greater than 
the others, then this chosen neural output reaches a value 1 
in an equilibrium point. So, this is a way to prefer 
neurones, which outputs in the equilibrium point are 
values of decision variables related to. the cheapest 
processors. Therefore, the additional term decreases the 
external inputs when the cost increases. If all external 
inputs in a network UHANNILIM are increased by small 
value then L neurones are still chosen in an equilibrium 
point. For L=O, there is /=-1. For L= 1, there is /=I. If the 
bound increases L = 0,1,2,3,4, ... , then an input grows 
I= -1, I ,3,4,6, .... For a limit L, there is the interval for 
feasible external inputs (2L-2, 2L). The external inputs are 
supposed to get values from this range. 

In Figure 6, the minimisation of the energy 
function is presented for 1=5, a=IOO, 77=!, Lit= 0.2, and 

T · · T K=[5, 4, 3, 2, I] . Then, there IS /=[0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3) . 
For each node number, two separate networks 
UHANN/l/J are considered. Only 5 steps are required for 
finding the optimal solution with given accuracy 0.00 I. 

This model of network implements the rule 'k 
winners take all'. In the considered case k =1, the fifth 
neuron corresponding to the cheapest computer cost is the 
winner during the competition in a network. It means the 
fifth neuron has the highest activation level. 

4,5 
4 

3,5 
3 

2,5 
2 

1,5 

0,5 

0+-----.-----.---~.-----.-----~ 

-0,5 2 

-1 K - iteration number 

Figure 6: Minimization of the energy function E in 
HANN/F1/R with 5 neurons 
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4.5. Static neurones for resource constraints 

Resource constraints (6) and (7) are similar. Operational 
requirements (7) related to the access to computer 
components can be formulated as a reservation of another 
memory with the capacity equal to V units, if a computer 
has required component. If the task requires an access to 
the missing component, then the constraint (7) is not 
satisfied. 

Let R;, units of resource z, be reserved in 
computer n; assigned to the ith node. It can be evaluated, 
as follows: 

J V 
Rir(x) = Ldirxij- LCvrX~, i = 1,2, r = 1,R. (19) 

j=l v=l 

A penalty function is constructed, as below: 

A new case of neurones called constraint 

neurones Bir, i == 1, V, r = 1, R are introduced for 
controlling of decision neuron values during a neural 
network relaxation. The neuron Bir is responsible for 

V J 
satisfying the constraint L/vrX~ ~ Ld jrxij. Signals 

v=l J=I 

from decision neurones x~~(t), v =I, V are multiplied by 

synaptic weights w( x~, Bir) = -cv,. , v == 1, V . The neuron 

output x~ (t) is multiplied by -cvr and sent to an input of 

the neuron Bir . Similarly, the neuron output xij (t) is 

multiplied by djr and sent to an input of the neuron B;, . 
In this way, an activation level of the neuron B;, 
represents a temporary value R;,(t) of resource z, in the 
computer l!_j· assigned to the ith node. 

To obtain an activation function of constraint 

neurones, the partial derivatives oP,.·,(Rir(x)) are 
ox m 

calculated as below: 

oP,.,(R;,(x)) dP,.,.(R;,) 
----'~--"--'----'-'- = -Cvr , i == 1,2, r = 1, R 

ox"! dRir VI 

(21) 

(22) 

If we assume that 

neuron Bir represents value 

output of the constrained 

d.Pir(R;,), then its signal to 
dRir 

the neuron x::; is multiplied by the synaptic weight -cvr or 

its signal to the neuron xij is multiplied by the synaptic 

weight d Jr . An activation function of a constrained 
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neuron is shown in Figure 7. Different values of penalty 
coefficients j];, are presented. 

Figure 7: An activation function of a constrained neuron 

4.6. Network HANN/F2/R for cost 
minimisation 

If the cost criterion F2 is minimised subject to constraints 

I 
"x~ =1 v=IV· L.J VI , ' , 

i=l 
J 
~xij = I, i = I,I; 
J=l 
V J 

LCv,X~ ~ Ld;,xij, i = 1,1, r = 1,~ 
V=l J=l 

then the energy functions of neural networks designed for 
constraint satisfaction and for objective function 
minimisation can be aggregated in a global function as 
below: 

V V+/ 
E(x,f3)=F2(x)+ LfJvEv(x)+ L!JiEi(x)+ 

v=l i=V+l 
I R (23) 

+ LLPir~r(x), 
i=l r=l 

where 
fJ,., {J;, {J;,- positive penalty coefficients, 
Ev- an energy function of the network UHANN/1/I for 

I 
satisfYing the constraint LX vi = 1 

i=l 
Er- an energy function of the network UHANN/1/J for 

J 
satisfYing the constraint L xij = 1. 

J=l 

In Figure 8, synaptic connections from the neuron 
x;:; are presented in the network HANN!FiR. There are 
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two nodes, only. The neuron x:l has an external input fJ.,. 

The synaptic weight between neurons (x:l, x~) is equal 

to -2f3v. If more neurones are considered, then each pair of 
them has the same synaptic weight -2f3v. The above results 
are obtained from the network UHANN/1/I for 

I 
a satisfaction of the constraint ~:X vi = 1 . 

i==l 

The neuron x:; is connected to the neuron x:;2 
by a synaptic connection with the weight -Tvu . If tasks are 
allocated to different computers, then the synaptic weight 

between neurones (x:;,x;k) is equal to -<vu negative 
value of cost communication between them. The neuron 

x:l is connected to the neuron x~ by a synaptic 

connection with the weight -t .. 1 . If task m .. is assigned to 
the computer "J in the node wi, then the synaptic weight 

between neurones (x:;,xij) is equal to -t .. 1 negative value 

of execution cost of this task on an allocated computer. 
Above results are obtained by a comparison between an 
objective function and the energy function. 

Figure 8: Synaptic connections from the neuron x:l m 

the network HANN/F2/R 

The neuron x~; is connected to the static neurone 

eir by a synaptic connection with the weight -Cvr . If task 
mv is assigned to the node wi and the limit of the rth 
resource is exceeded, then signal value from the neuron 

(
.I V J ei,. is equal to A, ~d1,x;- ~c",X:: and it is 

multiplied by synaptic weight - cv,. Simulation results of 
network HANN/F2/R are given in [2, 3]. 
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5. Finding a Pareto-solution 
For finding the Pareto-suboptimal solution, the non-
negative convex combination method can be applied. The 
multiobjective optimisation problem [8] is transformed to 
the minimisation problem with one criterion, as follows: 

where 
N 
LAn =I, An~ 0, n =I, N. 
n==l 

(24) 

The energy function of the neural network 
PHANN is constructed for finding a Pareto solution as 
below: 

V 
E(x,2,f3) = AJ F1 (x) + 22F2 (x) + Lf3vEv(x) + 

v=l 
V +I 1 R . (25) 

+ Lf3iEi(x) + LLPirfir(x) 
i=V +1 i=l r=l 

If ..1 1=1 and ~=0, then the network PHANN 
becomes the network HANN/ F/R and the Pareto-
suboptimal solution can be obtained. This sort of the 
Pareto-optimal solution is called a hierarchical solution. In 
Figure 9, examples of PHANN simulations are presented 
for ..11=1 and ~=0. In the equilibrium point, an energy E of 
the PHANN has constant value and it cannot be 
minimised. Values of an objective function F 1 increase and 
decrease during state modi.fications. However, a trajectory 
of an objective function F 1 converges to an optimal value 
F 1* in the equilibrium point. Values of the energy function 
E, the objective function as well as the energy function for 
constraints are expressed as the real numbers. 

40 
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" :. 4 
E 4 _ _. 4 - -.. " " " " .__,._...., .. J...... '~· 

0 2 4 6 8 1 0 12 14 16 18 20 22 

Figure 9: Minimisation of energy function in the network 
PHANN with A. 1=1 
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An energy function £ 1 of the network 
UHANN/l/J is responsible for satisfying the constraint 

I LX1; = 1. In the equilibrium point, it converges to zero, 
i=l 

because above constraint is satisfied. The other constraints 
are satisfied, too. Penalty coefficients are found by 
systematically increasing about .1,8=0.05. Coefficients 
from non-satisfied constraints are taken in the equilibrium 
point. Initial values of penalty coefficients are equal to I. 

6. Numerical examples 
The following parameters of optimisation problem are 

No. a p, .82 .83 .o • .85 .86 Lmad 

1 lOO 2.55 2.45 2.25 2.25 7.35 7.30 298 

2 200 2.55 2.45 2.25 2.25 7.35 7.30 298 

3 300 2.65 2.45 2.35 2.35 7.35 7.30 284 

4 400 2.55 2.45 2.25 2.35 6.75 6.70 253 

Table. 11: Gain coefficients, penalty coefficients fi., ,8; and 
the trial number for the PHANN 

assumed: a task number of 4 (V=4), computer sorts of 2 .-------------------------
()=2), two computers (/=2), and three resources (R=3), 

Matrix of task execution times T is 1.4 8·9 , matrix of 
1.2 5.2 [

2.5 1.3 

2.2 1.1 

r ~o ~ : ~ 
0 0 0 

communication times T is matrix of 

requiTed resoU<ces C is [ ~ i J mattix of computer 

resources D IS , vector o computer costs K IS . [5 5 5] f . 
5 3 l 

[1, 2]. There are 12 decision variables for this test 
problem. The gain coefficient a is equal to 200, the 
passive coefficient~ is I, and an initial state vector u(t0) is 
[10"6

, 0, 10·6, 0, 10 , 0, 10·6, 0, 10"6
, 0, 10·6, ot New states 

of a network can be calculated by the differentiable 
equations (13) with a step length At=0.2. 

If there is A-1=1 and A-2=0, then the network 
PHANN minimises its energy function as it is shown in 
Figure 9. A Pareto-optimal solution 
x*=[O, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, I, 0, 0, If is reached. It is 
a hierarchical solution for preferences function F 1 against 
F2• F 1(x*)=7.0 and F2(x*)=3. In solution x*, tasks m2 and 
m3 are assigned to the node w1. Tasks m 1 and m4 are 
assigned to the node w2. The computer Jr1 is located in the 
node w., and the computer Jr2 is located in the node w2• 

Penalty coefficients fi,, ,8; are found as follows [2.55, 2.45, 
2.25, 2.25, 7.35, 7.30]r . Coefficients ,8;, are elements of 

[
2.5 1.2 1.5] the matrix . 
1.5 1.3 1.1 

For finding above coefficients, 298 trials with the 
neural network have been performed. It is interesting that 
for the greater value of a gain coefficient, fewer trials Lmod 

are required. It is related to the other values of penalty 
coefficients. Some gain coefficients, penalty coefficients 
fi,., ,8; and the trial number are shown in the table 11. That is 
why, it is better to use greater value of gain coefficient. In 
each case, the same Pareto-optimal solution x* was found. 
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Figure 10: Results obtained by the PHANN for different 
values of parameter A-1 

8 

In Figure 10, results obtained by the PHANN 
model with A-1 E {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} are presented. 
Pareto-optimal evaluations are y*(l) and y(0.2). The 
circles represent points close to the Pareto set in the 
objective set. We assume y=F(x). The point y(0.2) 
represents the evaluation obtained by the PHANN with 
A-1=0.2. For different values of parameter A-1 the other 
evaluations are reached. 

For A-1= 1, the point y*( l) represent the evaluation 
of a solution x* described in this section. For A- 1=0.2, the 
point y*(0.2) has coordinates (7.3; 2). A Pareto-optimal 
taskassignmentisx**=[l,O, 1,0,0, 1,0, l, 1,0, 1,0f.It 
is a hierarchical solution if function F2 is preferred against 
F 1• F 1(x**)=7.3 and F2(x**)=2. In the solution x**, tasks 
m1 and m2 are assigned to the node w 1• Tasks m3 and m4 are 
assigned to the node w2• The computers that are Jr1-class 
are located both in the node w1 and in the node w2. 

7. Concluding remarks 
In this paper, the · Hopfield model of artificial neural 
networks for finding some task allocations in multiple 
computer systems has been proposed. The cost of parallel 
program execution and also the cost of computers have 
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been minimised. Two separated models of neural 
networks for minimisation of the computer cost and the 
cost of parallel program completing have been given. 
Moreover, the PHANN model for fmding a Pareto-optimal 
solution has been considered. 

To satisfY constraints, two rules are applied. 
According to the first rule, synaptic weights and external 
inputs are determined by comparison between an energy 
function and the penalty function. In this way, a task 
assignment constraint and a computer assignment 
constraint are considered. According to the second rule, 
resource constraints are satisfied by additional neurons, 
which generate positive response if constraints are not 
satisfied. 

The cost of parallel program execution and the 
cost of computers are transformed into two energy 
functions. It permits obtaining synaptic weights and 
external inputs of two neural networks with the same set 
of decision neurons. These parameters are multiplied by 
non-negative convex combination coefficients, if 
Pareto-optimal task assignment is searched. The set of 
Pareto-optimal points can be determined by systematic 
changing combination coefficients for each run of neural 
network relaxation. We can use a family of neural 
networks like a PHANN with different values of 
combination coefficients. 

Our future works will focus on development the 
other partial criteria such as the load of a bottleneck 
computer or the probability of a task completion on time. 
Moreover, the other general approach to solve 
multiobjective optimisation problem can be considered, 
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